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ABSTRACT
Melynda, Martha Julia Lovina. (2017). The Analysis of the Language Style Used
in Maybelline New York’s Written Advertisements. Yogyakarta: Sanata Dharma
University.
Persuasive language is often used in our daily language to convince others
to do something which a speaker wants. One of persuasive discourses which is
often found in our daily lives is advertisement. It can be in a form of written
advertisement such as magazines and brochures and in a form of spoken
advertisement such as TV and radio commercial. There are two characteristics in
advertisements which differentiate them from other persuasive discourses. Those
are linguistic features and persuasion techniques.
This research aimed to analyse the linguistic features and persuasion
techniques used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements. The researcher
used 18 Maybelline New York’s written advertisements as the main data sources.
Those 18 brochures were representative of the newest and the best seller products.
There were two research questions analyzed in this research, namely (1)
Which linguistic features are used in Maybelline New York’s written
advertisement? and (2) What persuasion techniques are used in Maybelline New
York’s written advertisements?
This research used stylistic analysis which is categorized as qualitative
research. To answer the first question which was related to the linguistic features,
the researcher used the theory proposed by Grey (2008). Whereas, to answer the
second question, the researcher classified the persuasion techniques based on the
theory proposed by Kleppner (1986).
Based on the research, the researcher found that the copywriter of
Maybelline New York did not use all the linguistic features. The linguistic features
which were used by the copywriter were hyperbole, neologism, familiar language,
simple vocabulary, repetition, glamorization, and potency which classified as
lexical features. Whereas, the syntactic features which were used were short
sentence, long-noun phrase, ambiguity, use of imperative, present tense,
association, and incomplete sentence. The copywriter used certain persuasion
techniques in the advertisements, namely pioneering stage and retentive stage,
based on the goal of the advertised products. Furthermore, this research can be
used as an authentic example for English learners and give more information for
advertisers and also for future researchers.
Keywords: advertisements, Maybelline New York, linguistic features, persuasion
techniques
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ABSTRAK
Melynda, Martha Julia Lovina. (2017). The Analysis of the Language Style
Used in Maybelline New York’s Written Advertisements. Yogyakarta: Universitas
Sanata Dharma.
Persuasif sering digunakan dalam bahasa sehari-hari untuk meyakinkan
orang lain untuk melakukan sesuatu yang diinginkan oleh pembicara. Salah satu
wacana persuasif yang sering ditemukan dalam kehidupan sehari-hari adalah
iklan. Iklan dapat berupa tulisan seperti majalah dan brosur dan dapat berupa lisan
seperti iklan di televisi dan di radio. Ada dua ciri-ciri dalam iklan yang
membedakan iklan dengan wacana persuasif lainnya. Ciri-ciri tersebut berupa
aspek linguistik dan teknik persuasi.
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis aspek linguistik dan teknik
persuasi yang digunakan dalam iklan tertulis Maybelline New York. Peneliti
menggunakan delapan belas iklan tertulis Maybelline New York sebagai sumber
data utama. Delapan belas brosur tersebut mewakili brosur dari produk terbaru
dan terlaris.
Dalam penelitian ini ada dua rumusan masalah, yaitu (1) Aspek linguistik
apa yang digunakan dalam iklan tertulis Maybelline New York? dan (2) Teknik
persuasi apa yang digunakan dalam iklan tertulis Maybelline New York?
Penelitian ini menggunakan analisis gaya bahasa yang tergolong sebagi
penelitian kualitatif. Untuk menjawab rumusan masalah pertama yang berkaitan
dengan aspek linguistik, peneliti menggunakan teori dari Grey (2008). Sedangkan
untuk menjawab rumusan masalah ke dua, peneliti menggolongkan teknik
persuasi berdasarkan teori dari Kleppner (1986).
Berdasarkan penelitian yang dilakukan, peneliti menemukan bahwa
Maybelline New York tidak menggunakan semua aspek linguistik. Aspek
linguistik yang digunakan adalah hyperbole, neologism, familiar language, simple
vocabulary, repetition, glamorization, dan potency yang tergolong dalam aspek
leksikal. Sedangkan yang tegolong dalam aspek sintaksis adalah short sentence,
long-noun phrase, ambiguity, use of imperative, present tense, association, dan
incomplete sentence. Penulis menggunakan teknik persuasi tertentu dalam iklan,
berupa pioneering stage dan retentive stage, berdasarkan tujuan dari produk yang
diiklankan. Selanjutnya, penelitian ini dapat digunakan sebagai contoh asli untuk
pelajar Bahasa Inggris dan memberikan informasi lebih untuk para pemasang
iklan dan juga peneliti selanjutnya.
Kata kunci: advertisements, Maybelline New York, linguistic features, persuasion
techniques
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the researcher discusses the background of the research.
The background of the research contains reasons why the researcher chose this
topic and a brief introduction of linguistic features and advertisement language
theories. The next parts of this chapter are the research questions in which the
questions are formulated, research significance, and definition of terms used in
this research.
A.

Research Background
Language has many functions in our daily life and one of the biggest

functions of a language is to communicate with each other. People use the
language as a tool to deliver their thoughts, ideas, or opinions. They always use
language whenever and wherever they are talking, thinking, reading, writing, and
listening (Archibald, Aronoff, O’Grady, & Rees-Miller, 2010, p. 1). However,
people often get angry because they misunderstand or misinterpret on what others
say. Therefore, people need to learn deeper about the language and its function
through linguistics.
Language has another function, which is to persuade an addressee to do
something that a speaker wants. People persuade others through the language. As
stated by Trimmer and Nancy (1984), persuasion is a verbal communication
which makes people having a certain judgment or change their previous judgment

1
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to accept a new one which they do not believe before. People convince others to
change their point of view. Therefore, they will believe in what people say.
In daily life people often find the persuasive language in an advertisement.
Advertisement is becoming an effective way to introduce and advertise a product
of a company or an event to the people. Advertisement is one of many tools that
helps the company to sell what it offers to people (White, 1988). It means that
advertisements use persuasive language to enggage consumers. All companies
need media to introduce and promote their products in order to get attention from
the consumers. Many ways are invented and created by the advertising companies
to get the attention from consumers and participants. The advertising companies
make the advertisement either written or spoken. Written advertisement can be in
the form of brochures, pamphlets, or billboards. Whereas, spoken advertisement
can be in the form of commmercial breaks.
According to Goddard (2002), written advertisement is a type of
advertising which occurs in newspapers, magazines, or other media where a
product is being presented as desirable for the readers to buy. It means that written
advertisement has power to convince targeted readers so they will get the message
about the products, ideas, or services. When people are getting a leaflet of a
product or an event or seeing a banner on the street, they often find the language
attractive. The advertisements successfuly attract the consumers and participants.
It seems that the advertisements use a powerful language which can convince the
readers to buy the product or join the event.
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As the aim of written advertisement is to persuade the consumers to buy
the product, the text of the advertisement should have a persuasive power. The
advertisers should use some strategies in order to enggage potential consumers.
They can choose approprite persuasion techniques to be used in the
advertisements. Generally, the advertisers should consider some elements in
making an advertisement such as color, picture, and format (Wittaningsih, 2016).
Another important element is the language, as a tool to convey the message. The
advertisers could use some linguistic features in the advertisements which
influence the targeted readers. Henceforth, the targeted readers will buy the goods
or will join the event.
The use of language style in advertisement has a purpose to persuade the
targeted readers who are mostly women to buy their product. Therefore, the
researcher chose Maybelline New York’s written advertisements, whose targets are
women, as the subject of the research. Besides, Maybelline New York is a very
famous cosmetic company among teenagers, which is affordable in many
countries, including Indonesia. Beauty products advertisement can give a model
of being “a beautiful woman” for women. As a result, they will be convinced to
buy the cosmetic products to fulfill the criteria of being “a beautiful woman”
through the advertised products.
The researcher chose this topic because Maybelline New York is one of
popular cosmetic products among Indonesian women and girls. Even though
many cosmetic brands are popping out recently, Maybelline New York can still be
a popular cosmetic brand and maintain the existence. Therefore, the researcher
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wants to know how the advertisements work to persuade the consumers to buy
and use the products. Besides, this research aims to know the language style
which is used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements.
This research analyzes texts in 18 Maybelline New York’s written
advertisements. It aims to know the linguistic features and the kinds of persuasion
techniques which are used. In making an advertisement, the advertisers should
know the strategies to communicate using persuasive sentences or phrases in order
to get the targeted readers’ attention.
This research is not only beneficial for the advertisers, but also for people.
They can know the good persuasion language to persuade others in a good way.
Meanwhile, for students of English Language Education Study Program, this
research can be used to expand the knowledge about language use in a certain
field, especially linguistic features and a real model of learning sociolinguistics,
language style and functional text.
B.

Research Questions
Based on the research background stated previously, the researcher

formulates two questions for this research. The questions of this research are
formulated as follows.
1.

Which linguistic features are used in Maybelline New York’s written
advertisements?

2.

What persuasion techniques are used in Maybelline New York’s
written advertisements?
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C.

Research Significance
Since this research deals with language style, particularly linguistic

features in advertisements, the researcher expects that this research will have
following benefits for.
1.

English Teachers
The results of this research are expected to be an additional material for

teaching linguistics or other subjects which are related to this topic. Particularly, it
is expected to be an outline to teach functional text especially advertisement in
teaching and learning process.
2.

ELESP Students
This research is expected to enrich the English language students’

knowledge about language of advertising such as syntactic and lexical features.
Besides, it can also enrich their knowledge of sociolinguistic and stylistic
subjects. It can be their actual source to broaden their knowledge.
3.

Advertisers
Nowadays, advertising is developing and growing bigger. The companies

make an advertisement as a main tool to introduce and sell their products. Based
on that fact, competition is also growing among the advertisers. Hopefully, this
research can inspire the advertisers in creating sophisticated advertisements.
D.

Definition of Terms
In order to help the readers to have better understanding and avoid

misinterpretation of this research, four terms are defined in the following sections.
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1.

Advertisement
Advertisement is an important tool of industrial world. Arens (2006) states

that advertisement is the structured non-personal communication of information,
usually paid for and usually persuasive in nature, about products through various
media. Many advertisers compete each other to make a good offer for their
companies. The companies will make advertisements of the products to attract and
get the targeted readers’ attention. Therefore, the advertisers and companies
should make the best advertisements using certain language style.
2.

Persuasion Techniques
According to Quirk (2001), persuasion is an act to make someone decide

to do something, especially by repeatedly asking or telling them the reason why
they should do it. In advertising, the advertisers use the persuasive text in order to
get the targeted readers’ attention. In this research, persuasion techniques are used
in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements to convince the readers. This
research will analyze how the sentences found, which are in the advertisement
texts reflect the use of certain persuasion techniques.
3.

Language Style
Verdonk (2002) states that style in a language is a set of conscious or

unconscious choices of expression, inspired or induced by particular context. In
this research, the language style is a general term refers to the linguistic features
used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements. This research analyzes the
presence of Maybelline New York written advertisements’ language style which
can influence the kind of persuasion techniques.
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4.

Maybelline New York
Maybelline New York is a worldwide cosmetic company from New York

and it was founded in 1915. It indicates that Maybelline New York has existed for
102 years. This brand is one of the popular cosmetic brands in Indonesia and
available in over 129 countries worldwide. Recently, Maybelline New York has a
new tagline which is “Make it happen” to replace the famous tagline ”May be
she’s born with it. Maybe it’s Maybelline” (Maybelline, 2016).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter explains some important theories which are relevant to the
research. There are two main parts in this chapter. The first is theoretical
description and the second is theoretical framework. The theoretical description
discusses the relevant theories to the research and theoretical framework explains
the relation between the theories and research.
A.

Theoretical Description
In this section, there are some theories which can be a base of this

research. This section elaborates the theories about advertisement, stylistics,
language style of advertisement, and persuasion techniques.
1.

Advertisement
This part explains the advertisement theory. There are several things which

are related to the advertisement, namely definition, functions, and types of
advertisement.
a.

Definition
In this era, advertising is growing bigger and becoming a main tool to

introduce goods or events. Bovee and Arens (1986) define advertisement as “the
non-personal communication of information usually paid for and usually
persuasive in nature about products, services, or ideas by identified sponsors
through the various media” (p. 5). Based on White (1988), advertisements are just
one of many available tools to help a firm selling what it has to offer. People will
8
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make an advertisement as interesting as possible in order to get the readers’
attention. There are two types of advertisement, namely spoken and written
advertisement. The spoken advertisement includes commercial on TV and radio.
While the written advertisement includes brochures, leaflets, commercial on
magazines, and newspapers.
b.

Function
Advertisement is a tool of advertising activity to deliver the message.

Haan (2000) says that advertisers persuade the consumers to buy products by
giving them product-oriented information, which the consumers weigh to make
utility-maximizing purchasing decisions. It asserts that advertisement has a
function as a persuasive speech or text.
Taylor (1986) mentions three advertisement functions. The first function is
to create consumer awareness and product differentiations. In business field, there
are some companies that have the same products. In order to get consumers, the
companies use advertisements to show their products. Based on Skorupa and
Dubovicienè (2015), “the main purpose of an advertisement is to make its brand
and corporate image strong and known” (p. 109). Through the advertisements, the
companies show that they have a different product which can meet the consumers’
needs. They have the best products among other companies which have same
products. The second function of advertisements is used to create consumers
good-will. The companies make an advertisement to make the consumers choose
their product without any doubt. They will make the consumers feel that it is an
appropriate choice to choose this product instead of other products. After the
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consumers have the companies’ product awareness, the companies have to
maintain their awareness by satisfying them with the products. The last of the
advertisement function based on Taylor (1986) is to make sales. This is important
because companies make an advertisement in order to get consumers’ attention so
that the consumers will buy the products. In order to be successful in making
sales, the companies make advertisements to promote the products. An
advertisement has a big role in persuading the consumers. Therefore, the
companies will make the advertisement as attractive as possible.
c.

Types of Advertisement
People always find an advertisement in a form of commercial breaks such

as commercial in radio and television. Whereas, the advertisement can be found in
a form of text as well such as brochure, flyer, or poster. Cook (2001) categorizes
an advertisement by its medium, namely newspaper, magazine, radio, television,
and internet. Gilson and Berkman (1986) divide advertisements into four
categories. The categories are printed media, broadcasted media, direct and
special media, and out-of-home and directory media.
2.

Stylistics
In linguistics, there are several branches of study that have different

concerns. One of the branches is stylistics. Stylistics is a branch of linguistics
which studies the text style. Short (1995) states that the main aim of stylistic
analysis is to explicate how our understanding of a text is achieved. It is done by
examining in detail the linguistic organization of the text and how a reader needs
to interact with the linguistic organization to make sense of it. Stylistics also
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describes the purpose and effect of the language use because stylistics is an
analysis of typical expression in a language and a description of its purpose and
effect (Verdonk, 2002).
Barry (2002) defines that stylistic approach is “a critical approach which
uses the methods and findings of the science of linguistics in the analysis of
literary texts” (p. 203). It means that this approach is used to classify the data of a
literary text into smaller parts such as words, phrases, or sentences, then identify
them to find some features. However, stylistic approach does not concern to the
whole text. It only picks out the stand out part that the readers are interested in.
“In making a stylistic analysis we are not so much focused on every form and
structure in a text, as on those which stand out in it” (Verdonk, 2002, p. 6).
3.

Language Style of Advertisement
In this research, the researcher applies the stylistics by examining 18

Maybelline New York’s written advertisements. In addition, an advertisement has
its own particular language style. The style of the advertisement deals with the
stylistics, especially linguistic features. Vaicenoienè (2006) mentions four
linguistic feature categories of printed advertisements, namely lexico-grammatical
devices, rhetorical devices, syntactic features, and advertising registers. However,
this research only focuses on the lexical and syntactic features of the
advertisements. Grey (2008) proposes a theory about language style of
advertisement. Grey (2008) differentiates the linguistic features of advertisement
into two parts, namely lexical features and syntactic features.
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a.

Lexical Features
Lexical features are features which can be seen in the form of words used

in the advertisements. Based on Grey (2008), lexical is a study of all the words in
language which have a meaning and grammatical function. The purpose of using
lexical features in an advertisement is to make the advertisement more unique.
Bilal, et al. (2012) state “lexis is the total vocabulary that makes a language.
Words used in a language are its lexical features” (p. 435). The lexical features are
discussed in the following sections.
1)

Hyperbole
Hyperbole is a figurative language which is used to exaggerate something

in exaggerating manner. When people are expressing their feeling or opinion, they
often use excessive words or sentences. McArthur (1992) states that hyperbole is a
rhetorical term for exaggeration which usually deliberate and not meant to be
taken literally. It means that the purpose of using hyperbole is to affect people and
to emphasize the meaning. It is exemplified by the sentence “... give you flawless
skin in any light” from Revlon’s advertisement. As stated by Grey (2008),
hyperbole is often used by adjectives and adverbs, for instance, ‘new’, ‘real’,
‘fresh’, ‘right’, and ‘improved’. Those words are often found in advertisement
slogans.
2)

Neologism
Neologism consists of two or more combined words to make a new word.

As stated by Grey (2008), a neologism is created by joining several words to
create entirely new word. It means that it may have a novelty impact to the
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consumers. Usually a neologism will be strange in the first time. However, it will
be a normally-used word if it is used frequently. For example, “Vanquility” a
slogan from Honda Odyssey. It is derived from the words ‘Van’ and ‘Quality’.
3)

Weasel Word
Grey (2008) states that a weasel word suggests a meaning without actually

being specific. Usually the advertisers want to make the consumers curious with
the product. Linghong (2006) adds that “weasel words are used to evade or retreat
from a direct or forthright statement or position” (p. 73). Therfore, the advertisers
will choose the words which can build the consumers’ curiosity. Weasel word is
used instead of another word because it less direct, honest, or clear (Quirk 2001).
For instance, “it is bigger” makes the consumers wonder and have a question
“bigger than what?” but there is no further information about the question.
4)

Familiar Language
The use of familiar language gives the feeling that the consumers are

involved in the advertisement. As stated by Grey (2008), a familiar language is the
use of second person pronouns to address the audiences and give a friendly
attitude. It means that the use of the pronoun ‘you’ in an advertisement shows that
the consumers are involved in the advertisement.
5)

Simple Vocabulary
In an advertisement, the advertisers have to choose the most simple and

clearest vocabulary. It aims to attract the consumers and make them easily
understand what the advertisement means. Based on Grey (2008), the language of
advertisements should enable the audiences to recall the words. Using the simple
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vocabulary will make the consumers remember the advertisement although they
only see it in a glance.
6)

Repetition
Grey (2008) states that a repetition is often used to make the brand’s name

and the slogan more interesting. There are three types of repetition, namely
alliteration, rhyme, and rhythm. Alliteration is the repetition in the initial
consonant sound of a word to produce musical effect and rhythmical. Rhyme is a
pattern of sounds’ identity between words which extend from the end to the last
fully accented vowel. Rhythm is a regular pattern which is produced by varying
the stressed and unstressed syllables of the words.
7)

Euphemism
McArthur (1992) states that euphemism is a comforting or evasive

expression that takes place of one that is taboo, offensive, or too direct.
Euphemism is used to replace an unpleasant word or make an indirect effect if
that word is should not be said in an advertisement. As stated by Grey (2008),
euphemism is a type of figurative language which carries a connotative meaning.
8)

Humor
Most people like funny things rather than a serious one and humor is a

funny thing. Humor is useful to attract and entertain the audiences. When the
consumers are amused, they will be willing to look at the advertisement. Besides,
it makes the product more interesting because of the use of humor. The advertisers
can make the consumers to pay more attention to the advertised products by using
this feature.
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9)

Glamorization
Glamorization is used in an advertisement to give a glamour touch about

the product. The advertisers modify the words which are used in an advertisement
by combining with uncommonly used words in daily speaking. The use of this
feature is aimed to emphasize the products. The readers or the consumers may
have thoughts that the advertised products have specialties compared to other
similar products from other brands.
10)

Potency
In order to attract and get the consumers’ attention, the advertisers should

use some words which can give a new and unusual meaning. Grey (2008) states
that using a potency word has a purpose to give new value, novelty, or
immediacy. The consumers will be curious to look for further information.
b.

Syntactic Features
Syntactic features are features that related to grammar and form of a

sentence. Grey (2008) classifies syntactic features of advertisement based on the
emergence of similar grammatical structure in the form of phrase. The syntactic
features are divided into ten smaller features. The ten features will be explained as
follows.
1)

Short Sentences
Consumers usually take a look at an advertisement in a short time or just in

a glance. Therefore, a short sentence gives a clearness impact to the consumers
when they hear or see utterances in advertisements. Based on Grey (2008), a short
sentence has a purpose to capture the audience’s attention.
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2)

Long-noun Phrases
A long-noun phrase is a group of words which is used to describe the

product. It is more efficient than a group of adjectives. Grey (2008) states that a
long-noun phrase describes the advertised products in three or more words or two
or more independent phrases to impress the audiences. Long-noun phrase can
make the consumers feel that the products have many special qualities compare to
other similar products.
3)

Ambiguity
Ambiguous phrase or sentence is a phrase or sentence which has more than

one cognitive meaning. Sometimes, ambiguity in a sentence creates different
interpretation or perception. Leech (1972) differentiates ambiguity into lexical
ambiguity, which consists of lexical homonymy and polysemy, and grammatical
ambiguity, which consists of grammatical homonymy and polysemy. The use of
ambiguity is usually to direct the consumers’ curiosity to seek more information.
4)

Use of Imperative
An imperative sentence is a sentence which gives a command to the

readers to do something. Based on Grey (2008), an imperative is used to make an
order. Usually, the imperative sentence is started with a verb, such as “feel it” or a
negative verb, such as “do not break it”. The purpose of using imperative in
advertisement is to make the consumers buy or use the products or do something
that connected with the products.
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5)

Simple and Colloquial Languages
Grey (2008) states that colloquial expressions do not bear the meaning they

normally have. This kind of language is normally used in informal language. It
means that this language is an everyday-speech language. Colloquial language
may interest the consumers easily because the language which is used is simple
and easy to understand.
6)

Use of the Present Tense
Grey (2008) assumes that a present tense implies a universal timelessness.

It will give a sense to the consumers a real condition as it is whenever the
consumers see or hear the advertisements. Besides, the present tense has ‘always
right’ effect. This effect can create the consumers’ mind that the information of
the advertised products is true.
7)

Syntactic Parallelism
Leech (1972) states that parallelism is a repetition of formal patterns of

two or more similar ideas in similar structural forms. The same pattern in a
sentence by repeating some words makes the idea becomes one and makes it
easier to remember. For instance, “stay happy, stay alive”. The word ‘stay’ is
repeated to make the sentence more interesting for the audiences because of the
similar pattern.
8)

Association
Grey (2008) assumes that advertisements should associate the positive side

of the advertised product with something else. Sometimes, the advertisers
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associate the products with other things which have no connection at all.
Association is indicated by the word like or as to connect the two things.
9)

Ellipsis
Goddard (2002) defines ellipsis as the omission of a structure part without

changing the meaning of the structure. It means that the advertisers make the
sentence shorter. The use of ellipsis is to make the sentence less formal so that the
consumers will be easier to understand and remember.
10)

Incomplete Sentence
Grey (2008) defines incomplete sentence as one of linguistic features of

advertisements. A complete sentence contains at least a subject (noun) and a
predicate (verb). Therefore, if one of the two aspects disappeared the sentence will
be called incomplete. Incomplet sentence will help the consumers to catch the
main point of the advertisement. It also helps the advertisers to send the message
because it saves the space and emphasizes the points.
4.

Persuasion Techniques
In daily life, many people often use persuasion techniques in order to

convince or persuade others. Based on Ross (1994), persuasion is concerned with
social influence and human motivation. Persuasion is a process of skillfully and
ethically using logical thought, affective appeal, credibility, and ethical proof to
influence and motivating others to respond as a speaker wish them to. Haans,
Raassens, and Hout (2013) add that persuasive texts are written to convince the
readers to behave in a certain way, such as voting or choosing on a specific
advertisements. People will use persuasive speech to make others believe them
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and do as the speakers want to. The speakers tend to choose powerful words and
exaggerate their speech. Therefore, the listener will be attracted.
Bovee (1982) says that a persuasive state involves convincing people that
the advertised product will give some advantages to them. The persuasion use can
be found in advertisements and marketing systems. Besides, Kleppner (1986)
proposes an idea of persuasion techniques classification based on the marketing
situations and human characteristics which are classified into three techniques.
The three persuasion techniques are pioneering stage, competitive stage, and
retentive stage.
a.

Pioneering Stage
Usually, the advertisers will show the consumers that they can meet their

needs by creating advertisements to advertise the products. Kleppner (1986) says
that this technique is used to introduce the product which has just been released.
Besides, the advertisers should consider the advantages of the products compare
to the other similar products and convince the consumers that their products will
give them satisfaction. Lane, King, and Reichert (2011) state that pioneering stage
stresses what the products can do, offer, or provide that could not have been done,
offered, or porvided by other products.
b.

Competitive Stage
After introducing the products, the advertiser should direct the consumers

to choose their products which have existed in the market. The advertisers should
be able to get the consumers’ interest by providing the uniqueness of their
products. As a result, the consumers will see that the advertised products are
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different from others. As the name of this technique is competitive stage, the
advertisers should compete with other advertisers. Lane, et al. (2011) state that
once consumers accept pioneering stage, there is to be competition. Advertisers
should emphasize why the consumers should choose their product instead of other
similar products from other brands.
c.

Retentive Stage
Retentive stage is known as a reminder stage because it can remind the

audiences about the advertised products existence (Lane, et al., 2011). Retentive
stage is used to maintain the existence of the advertised products in the market.
Advertisers use this technique when the advertised products have been marketed
for a long time. They remind the consumers that their products still exist in the
market.
B.

Theoretical Framework
This study aims to analyze the language style that is used in the

Maybelline New York’s written advertisements. This study has two research
questions, namely the linguistic features which are used in Maybelline New York’s
written advertisements and persuasion techniques which are used in Maybelline
New York’s written advertisements. The researcher wraps up the appropriate
theories and answers the two research questions using the related theories which
have been explained in the previous sections.
In order to answer the first question, which is related with the linguistic
features used in the advertisements, the researcher analyzes the language style of
advertisement using Grey’s theory (2008) about language in use. As stated by
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Grey (2008), there are two parts of language style, namely lexical features and
syntactic features. The lexical features talk about all the words in language which
have meanings and grammatical functions. Lexical features have ten features,
namely hyperbole, neologism, weasel word, familiar language, simple vocabulary,
repetition, euphemism, humor, glamorization, and potency. While the syntactic
features talk about grammatical structure in the form of a phrase and clause. They
consist of short sentence, long-noun phrase, ambiguity, use of imperative, simple
and colloquial language, present tense, syntactic parallelism, association, ellipsis,
and incomplete sentence. The researcher analyzes the sentences of Maybelline
New York’s written advertisements and then classifies them based on the linguistic
features of advertisements proposed by Grey (2008).
Furthermore, to answer the second question the researcher uses the theory
which is proposed by Kleppner (1986) about persuasion techniques in
advertisement. Kleppner (1986) states that there are three stages related to the
persuasion techniques, they are pioneering stage, competitive stage, and retentive
stage. Pioneering stage is used by the advertisers to introduce the new products of
a company to the consumers. Meanwhile, competitive stage is usually used to
direct the consumers to choose their products which have existed in the market.
Meanwhile, retentive stage is the last stages which is used to remind the
consumers that their products still exist in the market.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the method and analysis of the research. The use of
the methodology aims to answer the formulated research questions. There are four
sections in this chapter, namely the research method, research setting and data
source, data gathering techniques, and data analysis techniques.
A.

Research Method
This research focused on the application of language style in Maybelline

New York’s written advertisements. This research had two research questions to
be answered. They were the linguistic features which are used in Maybelline New
York’s written advertisements and the persuasion techniques which are used in
Maybelline New York’s written advertisements. This research talked about the
language style and persuasion techniques used in advertisements especially in
Maybelline New York’s written advertisements.
Therefore, to answer those two research questions, the researcher
conducted the research which was called as a stylistic analysis. According to
Barry (2002), stylistic analysis uses methods and findings to analyze certain
linguistic data to prove that linguistic features can contribute to the text meaning.
Therefore, in this research, the researcher used stylistic analysis to prove that
Maybelline New York’s written advertisements used such a language style to
advertise the products. Since this research did not have a relation with statistical
number, this research was also categorized as a qualitative research. Based on
22
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Ary, Jacobs, and Razavieh (2002), the analyzed materials in qualitative research
can be in the form of letters, books, public records, films, tapes, and many more.
In this research, the analyzed documents were in the form of written
advertisements.
B.

Research Setting and Data Source
The researcher conducted this research from September 2016 – April

2017. The researcher chose 18 written advertisements of Maybelline New York as
the main documents to analyze. Since the research was a qualitative research and
used stylistic analysis, the only human instrument in this research was the
researcher itself.
There were many written advertisements of Maybelline New York that
people could find. However, the researcher only selected 18 written
advertisements of Maybelline New York. The 18 written advertisements were
representative of the newest and the best seller products. The whole written
advertisements were taken from maybelline.co.id issued in 2016. Those 18 written
advertisements were used as samples of this research to be analyzed about the
language style and the persuasion technique which often appeared in Maybelline
New York’s written advertisements.
C.

Data Gathering Techniques
This research was categorized as a qualitative research. According to

Myers (2009) qualitative research is designed to help researchers understand
people and the social and cultural contexts within which they live in. In qualitative
research, the instruments can be in the form of interviews, questionnaires,
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documents and texts, or observations. In this research, the researcher used
documents which were in the form of written advertisements of Maybelline New
York as the instrument.
There were four steps in gathering the data which the researcher had
done. First, the researcher looked for the data sources in September 2016. The
researcher went to Maybelline New York’s website, maybelline.co.id, to find the
advertisements. Second, after finding the data sources, the researcher selected 18
written advertisements from Maybelline New York cosmetic company as the main
source. Those selected data represented the newest and the best seller products of
Maybelline New York. Third, the researcher gathered the data by choosing the
clauses or phrases from Maybelline New York’s written advertisements which
showed some linguistic features such as hyperbole and ambiguity. Last, the
researcher numbered on every brochure and then numbered on every clause or
phrase which used the linguistic features.

Table 3.1 Example of Clauses Classification.
Advertisement

Clauses
No

A

1.
2.
3.

...

…

Related to product

No

New the rocket volume 1.
express.
Explosive volume in
rocket time!
8x bigger, smoother, even
...

...

Related to persuasion
New the rocket volume
express.

...

Table 3.1 was used to list the sentences from Maybelline New York’s
written advertisements which were related to the linguistic features and persuasion
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techniques. The researcher took the sentences which consisted of the linguistic
features into the table and classified them.
D.

Data Analysis Techniques
Since this research focused on the language style used in Maybelline New

York’s written advertisements, the researcher used stylistic analysis to answer the
two research questions. There were two steps conducted by the researcher in order
to answer the research questions.
First, in organizing the data, the researcher inserted the selected clauses or
phrases from the written advertisements into a table. After making the table
consisted of sentences and phrases, the researcher divided the sentences and the
phrases into ten tables of the lexical features and ten tables of the syntactic
features. The ten lexical features were hyperbole, neologism, weasel word,
familiar

language,

simple

vocabulary,

repetition,

euphemism,

humor,

glamorization, and potency. Whereas, the ten syntactic features were short
sentence, long-noun phrase, ambiguity, use of imperative, simple and colloquial
language, present tense, syntactic parallelism, association, ellipsis, and incomplete
sentence. Those features were based on the theory which is proposed by Grey
(2008) and they were used to answer the first research question.

Table 3.2 The Hyperbole (Lexical Features) Found in Maybelline New York’s
Written Advertisement.
No

Advertisement

1.

A

...

...

Hyperbole
Explosive volume in rocket time!
8x bigger, smoother, even.
...
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Table 3.3 The Short Sentence (Syntactic Features) Found in Maybelline New
York Written Advertisement.
No

Advertisement

1.

A

...

...

Short Sentence

New the rocket volume express.
...

Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 were used to classify the sentences which were
found in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements based on its linguistic
features. It aimed to answer the first research question related to the linguistic
features used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements.
Second, to answer the second research question related to the use of
persuasion techniques in advertisements, the researcher made a checklist. The
checklist of Maybelline New York’s written advertisements was made based on the
theory proposed by Kleppner (1986) which consisted of three stages namely
pioneering stage, competitive stage, and retentive stage.

Table 3.4 The Checklist of Persuasion Techniques Used in Maybelline New
York Advertisement.
No

Advertisement

1

A

2

B

3

C

Persuasion Techniques
Pioneering

Competitive

Retentive

√
√

Stage

Stage

Stage

√

The Table 3.4 was used to answer the second research question. After
analyzing the data, the researcher put a mark on each brochure based on its
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persuasion technique which was used. After that, the researcher analyzed the
persuasion technique which was used in each brochure.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter consists of the elaboration on the research findings and
discussion. This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section is the
analysis of the linguistic features used in Maybelline New York’s written
advertisements. The second section is the analysis of the persuasion techniques
used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements.

A.

The Linguistic Features of Maybelline New York’s Written
Advertisements
This part discusses the findings to answer the first research question which

is the linguistic features used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisements.
The theory proposed by Grey (2008) was used to analyze the linguistic features to
answer the first research question. Grey (2008) states that there are two major
features of the advertisement language style. Those are lexical features and
syntactic features. From the conducted research, it was found that Maybelline New
York’s written advertisements had some features of the whole features in order to
attract the consumers.
1.

Lexical Features of Maybelline New York’s Written Advertisements
The lexical features in Maybelline New York’s written advertisement are

dealing with the diction used in the advertisement. In this case, the words are
written in a form of catalogue. The used words are able to represent what the

28
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company wanted to deliver in order to get the consumers’ attention. The result of
the lexical features analysis could be seen in Figure 4.1.

Lexical Features
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Series 1
Figure 4.1 Lexical Features of Maybelline New York

From the 18 written advertisements, there were 50 sentences used as the
data. However, not all of the sentences in Maybelline New York’s written
advertisements used the whole lexical features. There were only seven of ten
lexical features which were found in the 50 sentences. The lexical features which
were not found in the advertisements were weasel word, euphemism, and humor.
The feature which was frequently used by Maybelline New York to advertise the
products was simple vocabulary.
a.

Hyperbole
When advertisers want to exaggerate something, they can use hyperbole.

Hyperbole is used to emphasize the meaning which could affect people to believe
in something and do related things. Hyperbole is not only found in conversation or
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in a story but also found in advertisements. The use of hyperbole in
advertisements is to persuade the consumers. Hence, they would buy the
advertised products. From the collected data, there were eight sentences which
were found in seven written advertisements, used hyperbole to advertise the
products.
The use of comparative degree dominated the hyperbole feature in
Maybelline New York advertisements. For example, the comparative degree words
could be found in three out of seven brochures which used hyperbole. In
Advertisement A, there was found “Explosive volume in rocket time! 8x bigger,
smoother, even.” The words ‘bigger’ and ‘smoother’ showed that the copywriter
wanted to emphasize the products using comparative degree. The product would
give a bigger and smoother effect to the consumers when they wore the product.
The use of comparative degree was also found in Advertisement I which was
“Reveal denser, softer lashes from a blend of precious oils.” In the advertisement
I, the advertiser used the word ‘softer’ to show that the products were softer
compared to the other similar products. The other advertisement which used
comparative word could be seen in Appendix C in Table 1.
Besides, hyperbole was also shown by using adjectives and adverbs.
Adjective words could be found in Advertisement H which was “Just velvetsmooth perfection.” There was a word ‘smooth’ which is categorized as an
adjective. The other adjective words were ‘precious’, ‘lush’, ‘irresistible’,
‘sensational’, ‘new’, and ‘full’. Whereas, the adverb word could be seen in
Advertisement M, “For a truly sensational full fan effect” which was ‘truly’. Thus,
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the use of adverb and adjective words to give an exaggerative meaning for the
advertised products.
b.

Neologism
Neologism consists of two or more words which are combined to make a

new word. This feature is used to give a novelty impact towards the consumers. It
is such a good strategy to attract the consumers. The use of new word may look
strange at the beginning. However, the uncommon words will trigger the
consumers’ curiosity to seek more information. The words will be common when
they are used many times.
Based on the research, it was found one advertisement of Maybelline New
York used this feature to advertise its product. Neologism could be seen in
Advertisement L which was “New scandaleyes lycra flex mascara”. The word
“scandaleyes” actually consisted of two words which were ‘scandal’ and ‘eyes’.
However, the copywriter combined those two words into one word. The two
words were combined by the copywriter to make a new word which was not
commonly used.
c.

Familiar Language
In an advertisement, a familiar language is used to make the consumers

feel to be involved within the advertisement. Besides, the use of the familiar
language is to show a friendly attitude towards the consumers. The use of this
feature is shown by using a second person pronoun in the advertisement
sentences. From the collected data, there were three Maybelline New York’s
written advertisements used this feature to advertise the products.
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For instance, in Advertisement F which was “Don’t just apply: style your
lashes”, in Advertisement G which was “Pick color so moist it licks your lips”,
and in Advertisement J which was “Pump up your lashes with double the
collagen”. Those advertisements used pronoun ‘your’ to make an impression
towards the consumers that they were involved in the advertisements. Besides, the
use of the pronoun was to create a friendly image that the product or the brand
was so closed with the consumers and understood them well. Being involved in
the advertisements would make the consumers paid more attention to the
advertised products and they would buy them.
d.

Simple Vocabulary
When advertisers want to get attention from the consumers, they should

use simple vocabulary. Simple vocabulary helps the consumers to grab the
message of the advertisements. Mostly, the consumers will only take a look at the
advertisements in a glance. Hence, the use of simple vocabulary is very effective
to deliver the message.
In Maybelline New York's written advertisements, there were found that all
of the advertisements used simple vocabulary to advertise the products. For
example, “Fall in love with color all over again” as seen in Advertisement C.
From the example, it could be seen that the sentence consisted of simple
vocabulary which could be understood easily by the consumers. Another example
was in Advertisement L which was “Get the London look”. The sentence gave a
simple, brief, and clear explanation about the product. Since all of the
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advertisements used simple vocabulary, the other sentences could be seen in
appendix B.
e.

Repetition
Word repetition can help the consumers to remember the advertisement

easily. Based on the collected data, Maybelline New York only used this feature in
one advertisement. Repetition was only found in Advertisement G which was
“Pick color so moist it licks your lips”. The repetition which was found in the
advertisement G was categorized as a rhyme repetition. It meant that the repetition
was related to the sound of accented vowels of the words ‘moist’, ‘licks’, and
‘lips’. The produced sounds of the three words could make the consumers easier
to remember, because it made a pattern.
f.

Glamorization
The advertisers modify the words which are used in an advertisement by

combining with the uncommonly used words in daily speaking. It aims to give a
glamour touch about the products. From the collected data, it was found that
Maybelline New York used this feature in six written advertisements. In three
written advertisements were found that each of them consisted of two sentences
which used glamorization.
This feature could be found in Advertisement D which was “So lush, so
irresistible… it’s sensational” and in Advertisement P which was “Now nudes
come alive in the buff”. The words which indicated the use of glamorization were
‘irresistible’ and ‘buff’. Those words were uncommonly used in the daily
speaking, especially in Indonesian. Based on the advertised product, the word
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‘irresistible’ had the same meaning with ‘interesting’, which was commonly used
in the daily language. However, the advertisers wanted to give the glamour touch
in the advertised product, so the word ‘irresistible’ was chosen rather than the
word ‘interesting’.
Meanwhile, the word ‘buff’ in Advertisement P had the same meaning
with the common word ‘shiny’. The uncommon words were used to make an
image that the advertised products were luxurious and different from the other
similar products. Thus, the advertisers could give a luxurious image of the
advertised products and change the consumers’ point of view by using
glamorization.
g.

Potency
Potency is the last feature of the lexical features. It is usually used by the

advertisers to attract and get the consumers’ attention. In addition, to attract and
get the consumers’ attention, the advertisers should use some words which can
give a new and unusual meaning. Therefore, they use potential words to tell the
value of the advertised products to the consumers which have an unusual
meaning. Based on the research, this feature was found in ten sentences of eight
Maybelline New York’s written advertisements.
The example of potential word could be seen in Advertisement G which
was “Pick color so moist it licks your lips”. In the sentence, the potential word
was ‘licks’. It meant that the promoted lipsticks would make the consumers’ lips
felt so moist. When the consumers used the lipsticks, it seemed that they licked
their lips. Another example of using potency feature was found in Advertisement
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R which was “Lavish lips with a molten hot glaze”. The potential word of that
sentence was ‘lavish’. The word ‘lavish’ gave the consumers an unusual or even a
new meaning of ‘luxurious’. Thus, the use of potential words was to give a new
value or novelty to the consumers so that they would be interested with the
promoted products.
2.

Syntactic Features of Maybelline New York’s Written Advertisements
The other linguistic features in making advertisements are classified into

syntactic features. There are ten features of advertisement language style which
deal with the grammar, namely short sentence, long-noun phrase, ambiguity, use
of imperative, simple and colloquial languages, use of present tense, syntactic
parallelism, association, ellipsis, and incomplete sentence. The result of the
syntactic features analysis of Maybelline New York’s written advertisements
could be seen in Figure 4.2.

Syntactic Features
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Figure 4.2 Syntactic Features of Maybelline New York
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From the 50 sentences of Maybelline New York’s written advertisements,
there were not all of the sentences used the whole syntactic features. There were
only seven syntactic features which were used in the 50 sentences of Maybelline
New York’s written advertisements. The syntactic features which were not found
were simple and colloquial languages, syntactic parallelism, and ellipsis. From the
ten features, the feature which was frequently used by Maybelline New York to
promote the products was incomplete sentence, which could be seen in almost of
the collected data.
a.

Short Sentence
Consumers usually take a look at an advertisement in a very short time or

just in a glance. Therefore, a short sentence give a clearness impact to the
consumers when they hear or see the sentences in advertisements. Based on the
research, there were found 11 short sentences in nine of Maybelline New York’s
written advertisement, which were used as the data. The use of short sentences
was aimed to give the easiest sentence to the consumers.
For example in Advertisement I, “The full fan effect goes luscious”. The
sentence was called as a short sentence but it contained the main information
about the advertised product. The clause told that the promoted product, which
was a mascara, would make the consumers’ eyelashes bolder and had a full fan
effect. Another example could be seen in the clause “Get the London look” in L
coded advertisement. This clause told the consumers that they could get the
London look by using the promoted product. Thus, by using this feature, the
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advertisers wanted to persuade the consumers in an effective way. For the rest
advertisements which used this feature can be seen in Appendix D in Table 1.
b.

Long-noun Phrase
A long-noun phrase is a group of words which is used to describe the

product and it is more efficient than a group of adjectives. The advertisers use
long-noun phrase to emphasize their products and make the consumers think that
the products have many specialties compare to other similar products. From the
collected data, there were 12 Maybelline New York’s written advertisements used
long-noun phrase feature to advertise the products.
“New pumped up colossal mascara” as seen in Advertisement J had five
words in a phrase. The words “New pumped up colossal” explained the noun
which was ‘mascara’. The phrase described that the product would make our
eyelashes bolder. The other example of using this feature could be seen in Q
coded advertisement which was “Dream matte mousse foundation”. From that
phrase, it was known that the promoted product was foundation. The product was
told to give us a matte-look for our skin, not glossy. After reading the two
examples, the consumers had known the detailed information and the specialties
of the advertised products. Therefore, many advertisers used a long-noun phrase
to give more specific information about the products without any additional
sentence to explain the products. The other long-noun phrase use could be seen in
Appendix D in table 2.
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c.

Ambiguity
Ambiguous phrase or sentence is a phrase or sentence which has more

than one cognitive meaning. This feature was found in seven advertisements of
Maybelline New York’s written advertisements, as seen in Table 3 of Appendix D.
For instance, in Advertisement H which was “No drying. No roughness.” The
advertisers did not give other information about the product. The advertisement
wanted to make the consumers curious so that they would look for further
information.
The other example was “Skin springs back to life” as seen in
Advertisement O. The phrase “skin springs” was ambiguous. According to
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2008), “springs is a piece of curved
or bent metal that can be pressed into a smaller space but then returns to its usual
shape.” It meant that the word ‘springs’ was not connected with the word ‘skin’.
Springs was a thing which was made from metal, while skin had no relation with
metal. Therefore, the clause directed the readers’ curiosity to seek for more
information. Thus, Maybelline New York used this feature in a sentence to create
different interpretation or perception. The use of ambiguity is usually to direct the
consumers’ curiosity to seek for more information because the advertisers do not
give further information about the products.
d.

Use of Imperative
The use of imperative feature is often found in advertisements. When the

advertisers use this feature, they want the consumers to do something related to
the advertised products. Based on the research, there were nine brochures which
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used imperative language. “Don’t just apply: style your lashes” as seen in
Advertisement F was included as imperative. The advertisers wanted the
consumers to style their eye lashes based on what they wants, using the advertised
product which was a mascara. Maybelline New York wanted their consumers to
not only apply the mascara because they could do more than apply, which was
style their own style.
The other clauses were “Go creamy matte for bold impact”, “Indulge in the
color of passion”, “Get ready to experience color like never before”, “Pick color
so moist it licks your lips”, “Pump up your lashes with double the collagen”, “Get
the London look”, “Live love mesmerize in expert color”, “Get firmer, lifted skin,
instantly”. Those clauses were also categorized as an imperative because they
were started with a verb and had a goal to direct the readers or consumers to do
something.
e.

Present Tense
Based on the research, present tense appeared in almost all the brochures

of Maybelline New York. The use of present tense in the brochures was aimed to
give effects that the consumers were in the real time. There were 19 sentences
found in Maybelline New York’s brochures used this feature, as seen in Table 5 of
Appendix D. This feature was applied to get the universal timeless effect and the
‘always right’ effect.
For example, “It’s time I make a bold move, and own it” as seen in
advertisement B. The sentence used present tense, the word “It’s” which stood for
“It is” indicated the present tense. If the sentence used past tense, the to-be which
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was used should be ‘was’. The advertiser wanted the readers to think that in this
very moment they should make a move to own the product. This feature was also
seen in “Pick color so moist it licks your lips”. It was indicated by the suffix ‘–s’
after the verb ‘lick’, if the sentence used past tense the suffix which was used
should be ‘–ed’. Thus, by using present tense, the advertiser wanted to give a
sense to the consumers a real condition as it was whenever the consumers saw or
heard the advertisements.
f.

Association
Sometimes, the advertisers associate the products with other things which

have no connection at all. It is used to give more concrete result about the
advertised products. From the collected data, there were found six brochures of
Maybelline New York used this feature.
For instance, “Get the London look” as seen in L coded advertisement. The
copywriter compared the advertised product with London as a well-known and
mode city. As a role model of fashion and make up, London is always looked as a
trendsetter. The other association which was found in Maybelline New York was
“Just velvet-smooth perfection” as seen in Advertisement H. Here, the advertiser
compared the advertised product with velvet, which is “a cloth usually woven
from silk or cotton with a thick soft furry surface” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2008).
It aimed to give the consumers more concrete result if they used the advertised
product. When the consumers used the product, their skin would be as smooth as
velvet. The use of this feature in the other Maybelline New York’s brochures could
be seen in Appendix D in table 6.
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g.

Incomplete Sentence
A complete sentence contains at least a subject (noun) and predicate

(verb), so if one of the two aspects disappear the sentence will be called
incomplete. This feature was used in 27 sentences of 16 brochures of Maybelline
New York. The result could be seen in Appendix D in Table 7. As seen in
Advertisement C which was “Fall in love with color all over again”, the
copywriter did not state the subject so it was included as incomplete sentence.
“New pumped up colossal mascara” in Advertisement J was also categorized as
incomplete sentence, because the copywriter only stated the subject or noun and
did not state the predicate.
The other examples were “Get ready to experience color like never
before”, “Don’t just apply: style your lashes”, “Up to 65% a boldly thickened
look”, “Pick color so moist it licks your lips”, “No drying”, “No roughness”, “Just
velvet smooth perfection”, and “ For a truly sensational full fan effect”. Using
incomplete sentence will help the consumers to catch the main point of the
advertisement. It also helps the advertisers to send the message because it saves
the space and emphasizes the points. Therefore, this feature which was frequently
used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisement.

B.

The Persuasion Techniques of Maybelline New York’s Written
Advertisements
In advertising, the advertisers use persuasion techniques in order to

complete the action of persuading the consumers. Kleppner (1986) proposes an
idea of the classification of persuasion techniques based on the marketing
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situation and human characteristics which are classified into three techniques. The
three persuasion techniques are pioneering stage, competitive stage, and retentive
stage. The result of analyzing the persuasion techniques of Maybelline New York
could be seen in Figure 4.3.

Persuasion Techniques
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Pioneering Stage

Competitive Stage

Retentive Stage

Series 1
Figure 4.3 Persuasion Techniques of Maybelline New York

From 18 brochures of Maybelline New York which were used as the
collected data, there were only two out of three techniques which were used in.
The techniques were pioneering stage and retentive stage. Based on Figure 4.3
almost of the brochures used pioneering stage to advertise the new products, while
none of them used competitive stage. Maybelline New York’s written
advertisements did not use competitive stage to persuade the consumers because
Maybelline New York focused on the product itself. Maybelline New York
advertisements only described their own specialties without contrasting with other
similar products from other brands. Each technique, which was found in the
collected data, would be discussed as follows.
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1.

Pioneering Stage
This technique was used to introduce a product which has just been

released. Advertisers made advertisements to introduce their new products. The
advertisers would show the consumers that they could meet their needs by
creating advertisements to introduce the products. Based on the collected data,
Maybelline New York used this technique in 15 brochures to introduce the new
products.
The advertisers should consider the advantages of the products compared
to the other similar products and convince the consumers that the products would
give them a satisfaction. The advertisers should state the benefit which the
consumers got when consuming the advertised products. In the Advertisement A,
the advertiser stated “Explosive volume in rocket time! 8x bigger, smoother,
even”. Based on that slogan, the advertiser wanted to show that the advertised
product had the specialty compared to other similar products. When using the
product, the consumers would get bigger and smoother effect for their eyelashes.
“New color sensational rebel bloom” as seen in Advertisement K also indicated
pioneering technique. The product, which was a lipstick, offered a sensational
new color.
Another characteristic of this stage is that the advertisers state detailed
information about the advertised products. The advertisements which used this
stage could be seen in appendix E. In Advertisement H, as seen in appendix A,
there were several clauses which gave the detailed information about the product.
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The clauses were “New dream velvet soft-matte hydrating foundation”, “Now, a
matte foundation that hydrates”, “No drying”, “No roughness”.
2.

Retentive Stage
Retentive stage is known as a reminder stage because it can remind the

consumers about the advertised product which has existed for several times.
Retentive stage is used to maintain the existence of the advertised product in the
market. In this stage, usually the advertisers only show a picture which represent
the products without any description or just state a brief description.
From 18 Maybelline New York’s brochures, there were only three of them
used this technique. The advertiser used this technique when the advertised
products had been marketed for a long time. They reminded the consumers that
the products still existed in the market.
The use of retentive stage was indicated by a brief description about the
advertised product to attract and remind the consumers. “The full fan effect goes
luscious” as found in I coded advertisement showed that the advertiser gave a
brief description of the product. The copywriter did not give further information
about the product to the consumers, because the product was already marketed.
Thus, by using this technique, copywriter only wanted to remind the consumers.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusions based on the
research findings that were discussed in the previous chapter. Besides, there are
implications of the research result to language teaching and learning provided in
this chapter. The researcher also provides

the recommendations for English

learners, advertisers, and for those who are interested in doing similar research.
A.

Conclusions
Based on the research findings, the researcher found that every

advertisement had its own uniqueness and specification related to the linguistic
features and persuasion techniques. In this research, the researcher chose
Maybelline New York’s written advertisements as the subjects of the research. The
researcher formulated two research questions, namely (1) Which linguistic
features are used in Maybelline New York’s written advertisement? and (2) What
persuasion

techniques

are

used

in

Maybelline

New

York’s

written

advertisements? In order to analyze the sentences of the selected written
advertisements and answer the research questions, the researcher used stylistic
analysis. Therefore, the researcher only dealt with the sentences in the Maybelline
New York’s brochures.
The first research question was related to the linguistic features which
were used in Maybelline New York’s brochures. The linguistic features which
were found in Maybelline New York’s brochures were analyzed based on the
45
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theory of Grey (2008). However, not all the sentences in Maybelline New York’s
brochures had the 20 linguistic features. Maybelline New York’s brochures used
seven out of ten lexical features which were hyperbole, neologism, familiar
language, simple vocabulary, repetition, glamorization, and potency. Whereas, for
the syntactic features, Maybelline New York’s brochures also used seven out of ten
features, namely short sentence, long-noun phrase, ambiguity, use of imperative,
present tense, association, and incomplete sentence.
Based on the linguistic features proposed by Grey (2008), Maybelline New
York’s brochures did not have all the features. For the lexical features they lacked
of neologism, weasel word, euphemism, and humor features. It was similar to the
lexical features, Maybelline New York’s brochures did not have all the syntactic
features. They lacked of ellipsis, syntactic parallelism, and simple and colloquial
language.
The second research question was related to the persuasion techniques.
The persuasion techniques which were used in Maybelline New York’s brochures
were analyzed based on the theory of Kleppner (1986). From the 18 brochures, the
researcher found that 15 of them used pioneering stage to introduce the new
products to the consumers. Meanwhile, three others used retentive stage in order
to remind the consumers about the products and keep the existence of Maybelline
New York. The company did not use competitive stage because Maybelline New
York only focused on its products and did not compare the products with the other
cosmetic brands.
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B.

Implications
This research analyzes how the linguistic features, especially the lexical

and syntactic features, take a part of creating the advertisements. The lexical
features focus on the diction of the advertisements, meanwhile the syntactic
features focus on the grammar of the advertisement. However, not all of the
linguistic features are used in advertisements because advertisements do not have
any boundaries which restrict to use those all features.
For English Language Education Study Program students, this research
is expected to be an example of analyzing the linguistic features which are used in
advertisements. After knowing the linguistic features used in advertisements, the
teacher who is going to teach stylistics can use an example from a familiar
advertisement as a real example of stylistics use in daily life. Therefore, the
students can get more ideas about linguistic features use in daily life.
C.

Recommendations
There are some suggestions and recommendations which are addressed to

English students, advertisers, and future researchers to improve their knowledge
and capability in using English.
1.

English Students
This research is expected to enrich the English language students’

knowledge about the language of advertising such as the syntactic and lexical
features. Besides, it can also enrich their knowledge of sociolinguistics and
stylistics subjects. It can be their actual source to broaden their knowledge.
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2.

Advertisers
Nowadays, advertising is developing and growing bigger. The companies

make the advertisements as a main tool to introduce and sell their products. Based
on that fact, competition is also growing among the advertisers. Hopefully, this
research can inspire the advertisers in creating high quality advertisements. The
advertisers can know and understand the linguistic features of advertisement
language style. Furthermore, they can choose the appropriate features which can
make the advertisements more sophisticated.
3.

Future Researchers
We can find a lot of scholars who propose the theory about language style

and persuasion techniques which can be found to analyze advertisements. The
researcher encourages the future researchers to analyze the other advertisements
which recently are getting more interesting. They can use the same theory as the
previous research; however, it will be better if they can find other theories to
support their research.
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APPENDIX A
PICTURE OF MAYBELLINE NEW YORK WRITTEN ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisement A
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Advertisement B
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Advertisement C
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Advertisement D
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Advertisement E
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Advertisement F
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Advertisement G
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Advertisement H
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Advertisement I

Advertisement J
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Advertisement K
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Advertisement L
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Advertisement M
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Advertisement N

Advertisement O
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Advertisement P

Advertisement Q
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Advertisement R
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APPENDIX B
Table of Sentences in Maybelline New York Written Advertisement
Clauses and Phrases
Advertisement

No
1.

A

2.
3.
1.

B

2.
3.

C

4.
1.
1.

D

E

2.
1.
1.

F

2.
3.

G

1.
1.

H

2.
3.
4.

Related to product

No

New the rocket volume 1.
express.
Explosive volume in
rocket time!
8x bigger, smoother,
even.
Color sensational the 1.
creamy mattes.
It’s time I make a bold
move, and own it.
Go creamy matte for
bold impact.
Our #1 matte sensation.
Fall in love with color all
over again.
Indulge in the color of 1.
passion
So lush, so irresistible…
it’s sensational.
Get ready to experience
color like never before.
New lash stylist mascara. 1.
Don’t just apply: style
your lashes.
Up to 65% a boldly
thickened look.
Pick color so moist it
licks your lips.
New dream velvet soft1.
matte hydrating
foundation.
Now, a mate foundation
that hydrates.
No drying.
No roughness.
68

Related to
persuasion
New
the
rocket
volume express.

It’s time I make a
bold move, and own
it.

New
lash
mascara.

stylist

New dream velvet
soft-matte hydrating
foundation.
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Clauses and Phrases
Advertisement

No

Now, it’s time for pastels
to rebel.
New scandaleyes lycra 1.
flex mascara.

New scandaleyes
lycra flex mascara.

2.
3.
1.

Get the London look.
Flexier lashes
New lash sensational full 1.
fan effect mascara.

New lash sensational
full fan effect mascara.

2.

Reveal layers of lashes
for the sensational new
full fan effect.
Our unique fanning
brush with 10 layers of
bristles.
Inner bristles reach to
reveal layers of lashes.
Outer bristles unfold.
For a truly sensational
full fan effect.
New
expert
wear
eyeshadow.
Live love mesmerize in
expert color.
Our
first
lifting
foundation + smoothing
primer.

2.

1.
2.
3.
K

1.
2.
1.

L

3.
M
4.
5.
6.
1.
N

2.
1.

O

Related to
persuasion

New color sensational
rebel bloom.

1.

J

No

Just velvet-smooth
perfection.
The full fan effect goes
luscious.
Reveal denser, softer
lashes from a blend of
precious oils.
New pumped up colossal 1.
mascara.
Pump up your lashes
with double the collagen.
Up to 16x bolder lashes
without clumps!
New color sensational
2.
rebel bloom.

5.

I

Related to product
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Clauses and Phrases
Advertisement

No
2.
3.
1.

P

2.
3.
1.
2.

Q
3.
1.
2.
R
3.

Related to product
Get firmer, lifted skin,
instantly.
Skin springs back to life.
Now nudes come alive
in the buff.
New color sensational
the buffs.
True naked pigments
It’s a mousse revolution!
Matte-perfect foundation
with an amazing air-soft
feel.
Dream matte mousse
foundation
New color sensational
high shine gloss.
Lavish lips with a
molten hot glaze.
Super-saturated
color
meets
ultra-clean
shine....sensational.

No

Related to
persuasion
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APPENDIX C
Lexical Features of Maybelline New York’s Written Advertisements
1. Hyperbole
Table 1: Hyperbole in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

Hyperbole

1.

A

2.
3.

D
H

4.

I

5.

J

6.

M

7

R

Explosive volume in rocket time!
8x bigger, smoother, even.
So lush, so irresistible… it’s sensational.
Just velvet-smooth perfection.
Reveal denser, softer lashes from a blend of
precious oils.
Up to 16x bolder lashes without clumps!
Reveal layers of lashes for the sensational new
full fan effect.
For a truly sensational full fan effect.
Super-saturated color meets ultra-clean
shine....sensational.

2. Neologism
Table 2: Neologism in the Maybelline New York Written Advertisement.

No

Advertisements

1.

L

Neologism
New scandaleyes lycra flex mascara.

3. Weasel word
(None)
4. Familiar language
Table 3: Familiar Language in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

Familiar Language

1.
2.
3.

F
G
J

Don’t just apply: style your lashes.
Pick color so moist it licks your lips.
Pump up your lashes with double the
71
collagen.
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5. Simple vocabulary
(All)
6. Repetition
Table 4: Repetition in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

1.

G

Repetition
Pick color so moist it licks your lips.

7. Euphemism
(None)
8. Humor
(None)
9. Glamorization
Table 5: Potency in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

1.

D

2.
3.
4.

I
N

5.

Q

6.

R

P

Glamorization
Indulge in the color of passion.
So lush, so irresistible… it’s sensational.
The full fan effect goes luscious.
Live love mesmerize in expert color.
Now nudes come alive in the buff.
New color sensational the buffs.
It’s a mousse revolution!
Dream matte mousse foundation.
Lavish lips with a molten hot glaze.
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10. Potency
Tabel 6: Potency in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D
G
I
K
N

7.

Q

8.

R

P

Potency
So lush, so irresistible… it’s sensational.
Pick color so moist it licks your lips.
The full fan effect goes luscious.
Now, it’s time for pastels to rebel.
Live love mesmerize in expert color.
Now nudes come alive in the buff.
New color sensational the buffs.
It’s a mousse revolution!
Dream matte mousse foundation.
Lavish lips with a molten hot glaze.
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APPENDIX D
Syntactic Features of Maybelline New York’s Written Advertisements
1. Short sentece
Table 1: Short Sentence in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

1.

B

Short Sentence
It’s time I make a bold move, and own it.
Go creamy matte for bold impact.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

C
D
F
I
L
N
O

9.

Q

Fall in love with color all over again.
So lush, so irresistible.. it’s sensational.
Don’t just apply: style your lashes.
The full fan effect goes luscious.
Get the london look
New expert wear eyeshadow.
Skin springs back to life.
Get firmer, lifted skin, instantly.
It’s a mousse revolution!

2. Long-noun phrase
Table 2: Long-noun Phrase in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

advertisement

Long-noun Phrase

1.

A

New the rocket volume express.

2.

F

New lash stylist mascara.

3.

H

Just velvet-smooth perfection.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

J
K
L
M
P

9.

Q

New dream velvet soft-matte hydrating
foundation.
New pumped up colossal mascara.
New color sensational rebel bloom.
New scandaleyeslycra flex mascara.
New lash sensational full fan effect mascara.
New color sensational the buffs.
True naked pigments.
Dream matte mousse foundation.
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No

advertisement

10.

R

Long-noun Phrase
New color sensational high shine gloss.

3. Ambiguity
Table 3: Ambiguity in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

1.
2.

D
H

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L
M
O
P
Q

Ambiguity
So lush, so irresistible… it’s sensational.
No drying.
No roughness.
Get the London look.
Outer bristles unfold.
Skin springs back to life.
True naked pigments.
It’s a mousse revolution!

4. Use of imperative
Table 4: Use of Imperative in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

Use of Imperative

1.
2.

B
D

Go creamy matte for bold impact.
Indulge in the color of passion.

3.

E

Get ready to experience color like never before.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

F
G
J
L
N
O

Don’t just apply: style your lashes.
Pick color so moist it licks your lips.
Pump up your lashes with double the collagen.
Get the London look.
Live love mesmerize in expert color.
Get firmer, lifted skin, instantly.
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5. Simple and colloquial language
(None)
6. Present tense
Table 5: Present Tense in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

Present Tense

1.
2.
3.

B
C
D

4.

E

5.
6.
7.
8.

F
G
H
I

9.

J

It’s time I make a bold move, and own it.
Fall in love with color all over again.
Indulge in the color of passion.
So lush, so irresistible… it’s sensational.
Get ready to experience color like never
before.
Don’t just apply: style your lashes.
Pick color so moist it licks your lips.
Now, a mate foundation that hydrates.
The full fan effect goes luscious.
Reveal denser, softer lashes from a blend of
precious oils.
Pump up your lashes with double the
collagen.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

7. Syntactic parallelism
(None)

Now, it’s time for pastels to rebel.
Get the London look.
Inner bristles reach to reveal layers of lashes.
New expert wear eyeshadow.
Skin springs back to life.
Now nudes come alive in the buff.
It’s a mousse revolution!
Super-saturated color meets ultra-clean
shine...sensational.
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8. Association
Table 6: Association in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No

Advertisement

Association

1.

A

New the rocket volum’ express.

2.
3.
4.

H
I
M

5.
6.

L
O

Just velvet-smooth perfection.
The full fan effect goes luscious.
Reveal layers of lashes for the sensational new
full fan efect.
Get the London look.
Matte-perfect foundation with an amazing airsoft feel.

9. Ellipsis
(None)
10. Incomplete sentence
Table 7: Incomplete Sentence in the Maybelline New York Written
Advertisement.

No
1.

Advertisement
A

2.

6.
7.
8.

New the rocket volume express.
Color sensational the creamy mattes.

B
3.
4.
5.

Incomplete Sentence

C
D
E
F
G
H

9.
J

Go creamy matte for bold impact.
Fall in love with color all over again.
Indulge in the color of passion.
Get ready to experience color like never
before.
Don’t just apply: style your lashes.
Up to 65% a boldly thickened look.
Pick color so moist it licks your lips.
No drying.
No roughness.
Just velvet-smooth perfection.
New pumped up colossal mascara.
Pump up your lashes with double the
collagen.
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No

Advertisement

10.
L
11.
M
12.
13.

N
O

14.
15.
16.

P
Q
R

Incomplete Sentence
Flexier lashes
Get the London look.
New scandaleyeslycra flex mascara.
Our unique fanning brush with 10 layers of
lashes.
For a truly sensational full fan effect.
Live love mesmerize in expert color.
Our first lifting foundation + smoothing
primer.
Get firmer, lifted skin, instantly.
New color sensational the buffs.
True naked pigments.
Dream matte mousse foundation.
New color sensational high shine gloss.
Lavish lips with a molten hot glaze.
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APPENDIX E
The Persuasion Techniques of Maybelline New York’s Written
Advertisements
No Advertisement

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

Persuasion Techniques
Pioneering
Stage
√
√
√
√

Competitive
Stage

Retentive
Stage

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
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